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Cancer survival documentary airs tonight, free
dvds available
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UNC-MX will air a documentary tonight on the inspiring story of
cancer survival by Pulitzer-Prize winning photojournalist John
Kaplan.
In "Not As I Pictured," Kaplan documents his own story of
fighting a deadly form of lymphoma.
You can also request a free copy of the movie (for personal use
only) at the NotAsIPictured.org website. The filmmaker is giving
away 10,000 free dvds to anyone affected by cancer. Shipping
is free.

About the blogger
Brooke Cain isn't always proud of the number of
hours she logs in front of the TV, but her loss of

Music for the film's soundtrack was donated by Michael Stipe (R.E.M.), Chris Martin (Coldplay), will.i.am
(Black Eyed Peas), Justin Timberlake, David Bowie, Cowboy Junkies, and Pantera.

brain cells can be your gain. From reality shows to
sitcoms to the more serious stuff, Brooke keeps

"Not As I Pictured" will air on UNC-MX at 7 p.m. tonight (October 2).

her DVR smoking so that she can help keep you in
the know. Brooke also tweets for Happiness is a
Warm TV (you can follow @WarmTV) and
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updates the blog's Facebook page.
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